
Show Platform Introduction and Future Planning 

About Show 

Show Platform: Entering the Metanet 
——an Operating System on Metanet, a Showcase for Massive MetaID Applications 

The Show platform does not refer to a specific application but a series of platforms composed of 
wallets, APPs, Web3 applications, and tools developed by ShowPay Limited (referred to as Show). It is 
an operating system based on MetaNet, and a platform based on the MetaID protocol.


*MetaNet is the next generation Internet based on blockchain, the pre-stage of Metaverse. MetaID is 
an open-source, permissionless, decentralized identity protocol on MetaNet, a technology that can 
genuinely enable blockchain to benefit 7 billion people on the planet.

To better understand the Show platform, we can compare it to Windows 2.1 in 1988. As one of the 
earliest prototypes of the modern Internet operating system, Windows 2.1 remarks the beginning of 
massive applications and industries of the modern Internet. Identically, the Show platform will be the 
exhibition center for the unlimited potential of MetaNet and MetaID. It will help to build the 
infrastructure and performance stage for massive MetaID applications in the future.




Why We Build Show? 
——To lay the foundation for 7 billion people to benefit from blockchain technology in the future 

We hope that through MetaID, a new world that connects, belongs to, and empowers everyone can be 
created. We also pin our hopes to popularize blockchain technology to 7 billion people and make the 
world a better place. To achieve this goal, we also need the joint efforts of many developers.


It is not easy to develop an independent MetaID application like all blockchain applications without any 
third party providing the infrastructure. In addition to the function development, developers also need 
to consider basic tasks such as wallet management, Metanet Tx construction, MetaID protocol 
construction, user registration, and login management. At the same time, new message notification, 
Token asset management, NFT asset management, in-app search, and other functions are required 
too. If the application is social, developers need to manage site messages, friend relationships, user 
avatars, virtual characters, etc.


Thanks to the features of the MetaID protocol, all MetaID applications share a set of ID data on the 
same blockchain so that the data of all MetaID applications can be interconnected. This also allows 
different MetaID data to be called or reused by other applications. Therefore, the significance of the 
Show platform is to provide the MetaID ecosystem with these essential functions and social functions 
so that in the future, a large number of MetaID applications can focus only on the application itself but 
to obtain complete application functions. What's more, as users' data can be shared voluntarily, Show 
can also bring the first batch of users to the MetaID ecosystem.


Show platform is the first ecological platform based on MetaID, and it also shoulders the mission of 
promoting MetaID.




What is the difference between the Show platform and other blockchain 

projects? 
——Metanet entrance, more than one 

Thanks to the specialty of MetaID, the Show platform presents many different features from the 
traditional applications or platforms:


1.Interoperable Data 
As an operating system on MetaNet, the most significant difference between the Show platform and 
Windows 2.1 is that all applications on the Show platform share a set of user data. Data between 
applications are interoperable, and functions can even be reused between applications. Different 
applications on MeataID ecology can form a super large application community.


2.Base on the Blockchain Available for 7 Billion People and with No Ceiling 
The existing public chains have disadvantages to some extents, such as high rates, transaction 
congestion, low processing, etc. But the BSV public chain which MetaNet is based on has been 
proved to have the characteristics of scaling capacity, low rate, and high concurrency to meet the 
needs of 7 billion people in the future. It is the most promising solution in all public chains.


3.Permissionless and Win-win Principle 
With the mission of demonstrating the advantages of MetaID, the Show platform is permissionless for 
all applications. All developers are free to develop, reuse data, list the applications, take full advantage 
of MetaID, and gain profit from the Show platform.


To learn more about MetaID and its advantages, please visit MetaID's website (https://www.metaid.io/) 
for details.




Show Products Introduction 

The Show refers to a series of wallets, APPs, Web3 applications, websites etc. It can be summarized 
as Basic Application, NFT Application, SocialFi Application, etc. This is a dynamic matrix of products 
and services, and we will adjust or add related applications/services according to the actual situation. 
By December 2021, the main products of the Show platform include:


Basic Applications include: 

• ShowApp 

• It is an App on Android and iOS. It provides essential social functions, including private chat, 
group chat, user following, etc. It is also a comprehensive App wallet, which has realized asset 
management of BSV, Sensible FT, and Sensible NFT. At the same time, it is also the notification 
center for MetaID applications and the MetaID application market. It is a mobile application.


• Business Model: Major features will be free until MetaID reaches a significant user base, but we 
plan to charge for some advanced features in the app.


• ShowMoney (Web Version) 

• It is a web version of MetaID wallet, which has realized asset management such as BSV, Sensible 
FT, SensibleNFT, etc. At the same time, it also provides MetaID access services for MetaID on 
the web.




• Business Model: As a basic tool, the business plan will not be started until MetaID reaches a 
significant user base.


• ShowMoney (Browser plug-in Version) Coming soon 

• It is a browser plug-in wallet similar to MetaMask, which will realize asset management such as 
BSV, Sensible FT, and Sensible NFT. It can provide access services identical to MetaMask for 
MetaID applications.


• Business Model: As a basic tool, the business plan will not be started until MetaID reaches a 
significant user base.




NFT applications include: 

• NFTonShow.com 

• It is an NFT market based on MetaID and Sensible Smart Contracts; It provides many NFT sales 
and auction functions. It also provides a series of NFT dividends, NFT lock-up, and other parts. It 
is the NFT transaction market for MetaID applications and the center for other MetaID 
applications to turn their revenue into cash.


• Business Model: Sales service fee; Advanced NFT tool usage fees, Special listing fee, etc,.


• Metabot.world 

• t is a SocialFi avatar project based on MetaID and a programmable NFT virtual character. Every 
ten new MetaID users will generate a Metabot avatar quota. It will become a popular avatar NFT 
project on MetaID and a virtual character in MetaID games, social applications, etc., in the future. 
It is one of the important projects in the MetaID SocialFi category.


• Business Model: MetaBot's Remint revenues; Metabot intellectual porperty revenue; Metabot 
body parts revenue.




SocialFi Applications include: 

• Showbuzz.app 

• A blog application on chain based on the MetaID, aims to become an information and public 
center for many MetaID applications.


• Business Model: We charge a certain service fee on Post, Comment, Like, and a transaction fee 
on paid content.


• ShowMoment.app 

• Synopsis: A photo/video-based social media on-chain based on the MetaID. It is also a unified 
photo/video management tool for MetaID users.


• Business Model: We charge a service fee on uploading pictures/videos, premium picture tools, 
and features.




• ShowTalk.app 

• A private/group chat web application on MetaID, in which the data is interoperable in ShowApp.


• Business Model: We plan to charge a fee to create NFT group chats, and other features will stay 
free until MetaID reaches millions of users.


• MetaSpotlight.com 

• It is a global search engine that can search all the content of MetaID applications. This will be 
another critical entrance when MetaID applications are enriched in the future.


• Business Model: The business plan will not be started until MetaID reaches a significant user 
base.


http://MetaSpotlight.com


There may be some applications that are not listed. Please check the official website for relevant 
updates.


All of the above applications are based on the MetaID protocol, and data between different 
applications are interoperable, which will become the basis of many MetaID applications in the future. 
For example, if other MetaID applications need a private chat, they can reuse the private chat module 
of Showtalk or ShowApp without permission. Or, in the new MetaID app, an image minted as NFT can 
be easily listed on NFTonShow without permission.


Fee structures for each application above will be explained in detail in the "About the App" section. 
The specific fee structure terms could be adjusted according to the market and users' needs. Show 
platform will initiate more self-operated projects in the future. All self-operated projects will be marked 
as "Show Projects" on the project homepage or in an obvious position.


All Show platform projects will only use the following two addresses as income addresses. Users 
are welcome to supervise: 

Main Address: 19NeJJM6eEa3bruYnqkTA4Cp6VvdFGSepd


Spare Address: 176C9RPWDggnvdVcWG3wrZEJcm1bHTcKM5




Financial Forecasting 

Revenue in 2021 

The commercial operation of Show platform began in September 2021. In the last three months, the 
total revenue of the Show platform was about 2,000 BSV.


2022 Forecasting—a conservative 10-fold increase 

It is difficult to predict revenue, but with the improvement of the overall environment of BSV and the 
promotion of the Show platform by users inspired by ShowCoin, we believe that the number of MetaID 
users will increase tenfold in 2022 (about 17000 metaid users in December 2021). Conservatively 
speaking, the annual Show platform revenue in 2022 is expected to be between 10000 and 20000 
BSV.




Future Planning on 2022 

Strengthen Promotion to Achieve Rapid Growth of Users 

The success of Show depends on the amount of MetaID users. We will vigorously serve more users in 
2022 to achieve ideal user growth on the Show platform and MetaID ecosystem. We will adopt the 
following methods:


• Continue to develop MetaID applications with utility and empowering users to earn from content.


• Use ShowCoin as an incentive in the Referral Mining program, encourage users also to be our 
promoters and achieve exponential growth. 


• Actively solve the fiat-crypto deposit problem of new users.


More MetaID Projects 

Accessing more large MetaID projects will be our focus in 2022. Assisting large third-party MetaID 
projects and helping them become profitable will quickly attract more users and more developers to 
the MetaID ecosystem. There are confirmed MetaID-based projects in the coming months, such as 
MetaElf Land (a large METAId-based RPG), xSky (MetaID NFT for The Japanese market), etc. These 
large MetaID projects are expected to bring massive users to the Show platform.


MetaID Developers Training Program 

The Show team has established a BSV developer training company with several teams within the BSV 
ecosystem. We will train many MetaID developers around the world in 2022, both online and offline, 
aiming for an early MetaID app explosion.




Introduction of Key Projects in 2022  

• NFTonShow 2.0  

NFTonShow 2.0 aims to be the largest and most powerful NFT marketplace on the blockchain. 
NFTonShow will rely on MetaID applications to become a link between blockchain technology and 
property rights in reality and help users mint massive individual data into utility NFT and earn 
profits.


• We will also continue to innovate IRO (Initial Rights Offering) and other new sales 

models to assist more excellent entities, blockchain applications, individual creators 

to mint their rights and interests of entities, application products, personally 

customized services into NFT for sale, and to provide the majority of MetaID users 

with new valuable experience with blockchain technology. We will release the 

following new features in 2022: 

• Auction function


• FT pricing function


• Wide range of NFT tools, including NFT lock-up Mining 

• MetaName 

MetaName is a MetaID name system based on Sensible contract, which implements a distributed 
function similar to ENS (Etherereum Name Service). We are working with key partners on BSV to 
build this smart contract-based name system. And we aim to become the largest name system on 
BSV and the most essential distributed domain name solution on MetaNet in the future.


• More than five proprietary Web3.0 applications and GameFi projects will also be 

launched in 2022, including ShowJob, a paid music platform, a paid knowledge 

platform, etc. Please check the official website announcements constantly and stay 

tuned. 



Risk Warning 

• This document is only used as a conceptual document to describe the concept and allocation of 
ShowCoin. We will ensure that existing products and revenue descriptions are as objective and 
accurate as possible. However, the data of future planning and revenue forecast may be greatly 
changed by unknown factors in the future. The contents of this document shall not be used as a 
reference for any investment.


• The Show platform relies on the BSV public chain, and Show's development speed depends to 
some extent on the development speed of the BSV public chain, such as whether the BSV can truly 
scale and the market acceptance of the BSV public chain in various countries. The BSV public chain 
and blockchain technologies are both new and open to great uncertainty like all new technologies.


• MetaID protocol adopted by the Show platform is a permissionless, open-source protocol, which 
means that any team or individual can build all or part of the functions of the Show platform based 
on MetaID protocol, resulting in direct competition. Although this kind of competition is positive and 
can rapidly expand the MetaID ecosystem, due to MetaID's low threshold of competition, the Show 
platform cannot obtain high monopoly profits continuously. It will possibly fail in the competition due 
to poor innovation or operational strategies.




Our Product Philosophy 

• The Next-Gen Internet: Based on the ecology of MetaID, users can use all applications with one 
account (private key). Data is interoperable between different applications, and function modules of 
other applications can even be reused. If the MetaID concept succeeds, the MetaID ecosystem will 
eventually be a giant distributed computer composed of applications and services. Show's goal is 
to be the most competitive "operating system" for this computer, providing the most accessible 
services and reusable function for MetaID applications while providing users with as many channels 
to the Metanet as possible with a great user experience.


• Users-Developers-Applications Explosion: MetaID features also determine that the more MetaID 
applications appear, the better for all parties in the ecosystem. When the number of MetaID users or 
applications reaches a certain point, a snowball development of "more users - > attracting more 
developers - > more applications - > attracting more users" can be formed. The first step is to have 
enough users, so we will focus on developing applications that are easier to promote user growth.


• Open-Source and Win-Win Principle: An ecological explosion requires rich infrastructure and more 
ecological applications. We will open our services sources and proprietary projects appropriately to 
help more "competitors" emerge.


• Developer DAO: We advocate abandoning the cumbersome organizational form of Internet 
companies nowadays. The MetaID-based development model will be more lightweight and flexible. 
In the future, we will strive to build a DAO (decentralized autonomous organization) with outstanding 
global development teams as the core, and the main development force will be more flexible small 
teams, independent developers.




• User Growth is the Key: We also know that the most important thing to attract developers to the 
MetaID ecosystem is having enough users and satisfying their financial needs. Therefore, we will 
first expand the MetaID user base and turn our project into a profitable one in the coming year.


 
 

 
 

 
 


